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05/02/2022 03:23 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow

Status: In Review
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Juliana Fajardini Reichow
Category:
Target version: 7.0rc1
Effort:
Difficulty:
Description
We want to be able to test how Suri behaves when the growth (reallocation) of the alert queue fails. This command-line option would sort of disable the function, to simulate that situation.

Related issues:
Related to Feature #5194: tracking: options for simulating various exceptions  In Progress
Copied to Task #5381: add `alert-queue-expand-fails` command-line option (6.0... New
Copied to Task #5382: add `alert-queue-expand-fails` command-line option (5.0... New

History
#1 - 05/06/2022 12:55 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow
- Subject changed from add command-line `alert-queue-expand-fails` command-line option to add `alert-queue-expand-fails` command-line option
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Target version changed from TBD to 7.0rc1

#2 - 05/11/2022 09:10 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow
- Status changed from In Progress to In Review

PR for review: https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/7403

#3 - 05/12/2022 01:39 PM - Victor Julien
- Related to Feature #5194: tracking: options for simulating various exceptions added

#4 - 06/03/2022 10:22 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow
- Copied to Task #5381: add `alert-queue-expand-fails` command-line option (6.0.x backport) added

#5 - 06/03/2022 10:23 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow
- Copied to Task #5382: add `alert-queue-expand-fails` command-line option (5.0.x backports) added